


Dominant 
Deep Sea Teal
Pantone 7718 
C=100    M=32    Y=56    K=13
Hex #: 007673

Subordinate 
Rose Pink 
Pantone 693
C=12  M=40   Y=20  K=0
Hex #: daa2ab

Subordinate 
Dusk Blue
Pantone 7545
C=77   M=60    Y=40   K=25
Hex #: 415364

Accent 
Fall Leaf Orange
Pantone 1635
C=0   M=56   Y=56   K=0
Hex #: f58b6d

Friendly
Extroverted
Hardworking
Helpful
Caring

Mood and  
Brand Board



The Drunken Dragon

These outfits are 
the uniforms for 
the employees of 
the businesses. I 
created two  
variations for 
the girl uniform, 
since not  
everyone is  
comfortable 
wearing skirts. 
The boy outfit is 
a bit different, 
featuring  
longer pants and 
smaller boots.

These images are going to be used as 
scale items. There are two different types 
of people depicted. There are two people 
sitting and two people standing. The sitting 
people will be useful in areas where  
sitting is more common, such as in a bar 
or lounge area and the standing people 
can be used in really any other area.

A bag was an idea that I liked 
for one of my items. I can easily 
brand it and I can make it as mod-
ern or vintage as I want,  
depending on the type of material 
it’s made of.

A cloak is a very nice 
item to have as  
medieval fantasy role 
playing games is one of 
it’s main focuses. This 
could be customizable, 
as well as very easily 
branded.

A tankard is another very 
medieval style item. It can 
be used to carry liquid an 
can be sold separately or 
with specialized drinks  
at the bar. 

These t-shirts can be  
easily customizable and 
can have different collars, 
such as the two pictured 
here.

This hoodie is a very nice item to 
use as an item to sell, as it can 
be easily customizable. Some of 
the customizable options could 
be the logo of the company or 
the buyer’s name on the back.
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Uniforms and Scale Items Ephemeral Items

Marketing and  
Interactive 
Media
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One of my Transportation item 
is a bike. This item is very neat 
and small in comparison to, say, 
a car. Many people use Bikes to 
get around and this bike, with it’s 
weatherproofed metal frame and 
the gold to red color makes it look 
sporty and sleek.

The other form of transportation that I 
created was a Segway. This small form 
of transportation can be used for  
indoor and outdoor use, which would 
be good, as my businesses is very 
large.
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Transportation

One of the largest projects that I had to do during my 
time at Sinclair was create a fake businesses. I creat-
ed a game bar where people could come and play 
games with their friends and family. I called it The 
Drunken Dragon. I got a lot of inspiration from my 
Dungeons and Dragons group, as I wanted to make it 
very medieval themed. I think designing the items the  
businesses would sell and the vehicles we had to 
design was the best part of the project.

The Drunken Dragon | Book Mock-Up

Chapter 5 Pages From Brand Book | Intro Page, Transportation, Uniforms, Scale Items and, Ephemeral Items.



The Drunken Dragon poster
As well as creating The Drunken Dragon brand book, I 
wanted to create more for the final portfolio.  
Therefore, I designed a poster that might be hung up 
in other shops or on a billboard. The poster has the  
highlights of the game bar on it, as well as a map  
marker, showing where The Drunken Dragon would 
be located if it existed and even a QR code that, if 
scanned, would allow the person to sign up and receive 
a discount on their first visit!

The Drunken Dragon | Poster Mock-Up The Drunken Dragon | Poster



Service Project: 
Preschool Brochure
One of our final project at the end of 
our time as design students was design 
something for a non-profit. I reached 
out to my old preschool and asked if 
they’d be interested in allowing me to  
design something for them. They asked 
me to design a brochure. I created 
three different renditions, they picked 
which one they liked, and just asked me 
to make some changes. I had a blast 
creating a brochure that fit to their 
ideas and worked with the ideals they 
were trying to convey.

Preschool Brochure | Mock-Up

Preschool Brochure | Front and Back



Gorilla Magazine
When I first started my internship at J Will  
Productions, the design supervisor set me and the 
other interns a task of designing an urban gorilla. 
They gave us no other instructions. I designed this  
gorilla character and wanted to place him in my  
portfolio. So, I just placed him on a magazine, using 
some ape word play for the title and articles.

Gorilla Magazine | Mock-Up

Gorilla Magazine Original Gorilla Picture



Dungeons and Dragons Cards
Dungeons and Dragons is the highlight of my weekend. 
I love playing with my friends, going on adventures and just 
having fun. I wanted to do something to show them how 
much they mean to me. I came across the idea of  
character cards after a while. I created designs based off of 
my friends pre-designed characters. I loved making  
something for my friends and they really liked how the cards 
came out.

Character Cards | (Left to Right)  
Avi, Lorilli, Hamdal

Cards | Back of Cards and Delmore

Cards: Avi, Spencer, Shadow | Mock-Up



Sinclair Adventurers | Logo

Character Card | (Left to Right) 
Shadow, Spencer, Viola, Lark



40th 40th 
Anniversary EditionAnniversary Edition

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS 
FRIDAY THE 13TH: 40th Anniversary Edition

MUSIC BY HARRY MANFREDINISCREENPLAY BY BARNEY COHEN STORY BY BRUCE HOEMI SHAKOWPRODUCED BY FRANK MANCUSO JR.

DIRECTED BY JOSEPH ZITO

STARING: ARI LEHMAN AS JASON VOORHEES | BETSY PALMER AS PAMELA VOORHEES | ADRIENNE KING AS ALICE HARDY | WALT GORNEY AS “CRAZY RAPH”

Relive the 24 hours of terror again.

 ALSO STARING : HARRY CROSBY III AS BILL BROWN | JEANNIE TAYLOR AS MARCIE CUNNINGHAM | LAURIE BARTMAN AS BRENDA JONES | KEVIN BACON AS 
JACK BURRELL | MARK NEALSON AS NED RUBENSTEIN | ROBBI MORGAN AS ANNIE PHILLIPS | REX EVERHART AS ENOS | PETER BROUWER AS STEVE CHRISTY

BASED ON CHARACTERS BY VICTOR MILLER AND RON KIRT

Horror Movie Poster
For this project, I drew inspiration 
from one of the first projects I did 
as a Visual Communications major. 
The point and line project. I had a set 
of emotions and had to express them 
using only point and line. One of my  
favorite designs was for anger and I 
really wanted to use it. So, I designed 
a 40th anniversary poster for the 
horror movie, Friday the 13th.

Horror Movie Poster | Mock-Up

Inspiration | Point and Line Project

Horror Movie Poster



Digital Photography Book
During my time at Sinclair, I took 
digital photography. At the end of 
the class, we had to take pictures using 
a theme. My theme was Macro  
photography, taking pictures of 
things really up close. I loved how my 
pictures turned out and I had fun de-
ciding what to take pictures of.

Photo Book | Front

Photo Book | Pages



Warrior Cat Bookmarks
I learned of the Warrior Cat book series by 
Erin Hunter when I was in seventh grade. These 
books, with the hundreds of characters and  
beautiful forest setting, really opened my  
creativity. I’d go so far as to say it’s what sparked 
my love of character design and graphic  
design in general. I knew that with the impact 
these books had on my life, I had to put  
something in my portfolio about them. These 
bookmarks feature four characters of the 
books with a small bio for each.

Warrior Cat Bookmarks | Mock-Up Firestar | Front and Back Breezepelt | Front and Back

Feathertail | Front and BackTawnypelt | Front and Back



Splashing CHerrySplashing CHerry
Sparkling WaterSparkling Water

Ingredients:
Carbinated Water, Natural Flavors

This refreshing This refreshing 
sparkling water will sparkling water will 

ensure that you get a ensure that you get a 
revitalizing sip of revitalizing sip of 

cherrycherry in every gulp,  in every gulp, 
all all withoutwithout adding any  adding any 

extra extra calories calories 
or sugarsor sugars!!

Questions or Concerns? Contact us!
2957  Ingram Street 
Dayton, OH 45402
937-482-5721

12 FL OUNCES

Retro 
Water
Retro 
Water
Every refreshing sip 
will take you back in time!

Soda Can Wrapper
I really like history, mainly the fashion and everyday lives of 
families during historical times, such as in Victorian  
London, World War II and the 1950’s. I wanted to use my 
brand colors in a design and designed to go with a soda can 
wrapper. I’d never designed something like this before, so I 
had to look into how large it needed to be, what was needed 
on the can, as well as come up with a brand name. I also used 
inspiration from my point and line project from  
Design Basics.

Limitless Lemon-LimeLimitless Lemon-Lime
Sparkling WaterSparkling Water

Ingredients:
Carbinated Water, Natural Flavors

This refreshing This refreshing 
sparkling water will sparkling water will 

ensure that you get a ensure that you get a 
blast of lemon-limeblast of lemon-lime from  from 

your first sip, all your first sip, all 
withoutwithout adding any  adding any 

extra extra calories or sugarscalories or sugars!!

Questions or Concerns? Contact us!
2957  Ingram Street 
Dayton, OH 45402
937-482-5721

12 FL OUNCES

Retro 
Water
Retro 
Water
Every refreshing sip 
will take you back in time!

Outrageous OrangeOutrageous Orange
Sparkling WaterSparkling Water

Ingredients:
Carbinated Water, Natural Flavors

This refreshing This refreshing 
sparkling water will sparkling water will 

ensure that you get an ensure that you get an 
exhilarating wave of exhilarating wave of 
orangeorange in every sip,  in every sip, 

all all withoutwithout adding any  adding any 
extra extra calories calories 

or sugarsor sugars!!

Questions or Concerns? Contact us!
2957  Ingram Street 
Dayton, OH 45402
937-482-5721

12 FL OUNCES

Retro 
Water
Retro 
Water
Every refreshing sip 
will take you back in time!

Bracing Blue-RaspberryBracing Blue-Raspberry
Sparkling WaterSparkling Water

Ingredients:
Carbinated Water, Natural Flavors

This refreshing This refreshing 
sparkling water will sparkling water will 

ensure that you get a ensure that you get a 
restorative burst of restorative burst of 
blue-raspberryblue-raspberry from  from 

your first sip, all your first sip, all 
withoutwithout adding any  adding any 

extra extra calories or sugarscalories or sugars!!

Questions or Concerns? Contact us!
2957  Ingram Street 
Dayton, OH 45402
937-482-5721

12 FL OUNCES

Retro 
Water
Retro 
Water
Every refreshing sip 
will take you back in time!

Soda Cans | Mock-Up

Soda Can | Layouts (left to right) Lime, Blue Raspberry, Cherry, Orange



Thank you!


